Speech masking. II: Simultaneous masking thresholds under "naturalistic" listening conditions.
This article investigates the role of listening conditions in determining thresholds for probe tones masked by natural speech. These thresholds are of interest because they are a sensitive probe of the activity profile, or spectrum, of sounds such as speech in the auditory system. Most human performance tests are carried out under highly artificial listening conditions, which may not reflect how people listen to speech in common listening environments. In this study, reference conditions (similar to minimal uncertainty listening conditions used in many performance tests) were compared to a "naturalistic" listening condition and to another, intermediate, condition. In the naturalistic listening condition, listeners did not know the frequency or the position of probe tones; additionally, they were required to attend to the semantic content of sentences. In the reference condition, listeners knew the frequency and position of probe tones masked by single syllables. Average thresholds were elevated by 4 dB in the naturalistic listening condition with respect to the reference condition, and thresholds tended to be elevated more for higher-frequency probe tones. The results provide previously unknown information about the resolution of speech sounds in the auditory system during speech comprehension.